School Council Newsletter
Events Throughout This Term!
Gangsta Granny

The Wizard Of OZ

This term, KS1 were
fortunate enough to
see the live performance of ‘Gangsta
Granny’ based on the
book written by David Walliams and illustrated by Tony
Ross; the children
loved the endless

On the 16th of July 2016,
All of the KS2 took part in the our home village of Alrewas
musical staring Dorothy (Kitty
hosted a village show: the
Whirledge ), the Scarecrow
theme this year was the
(Leon Collier), the Lion (Sky
Olympics in Rio Dejinero
Vernon), the Tinman (Josh Bai- 2016. It featured many enley) and all the characters we
tertaining stalls, for examhave portrayed: The Wizard Of ple, a Punch and Judy show
Oz. The performance took part and multiple sweet and cofon Monday the 11th July in the fee stores. There was also
evening and Tuesday the 12th
thrilling fair rides, like merry
July 2016 in the afternoon at
-go-rounds. Furthermore,
the Brewhouse. Every class had there were animal tents,
an essential part: the Cougars
where you could pet baby
as the curiously small Munchcreatures for example goats,
kins; the Ocelots as the diaboli- chicks, guinea pigs and rabcal Winkie Guards; the Jaguars bits.
as the fiendish Flying Monkeys;
the Panthers as the contagious
Jitterbugs and finally, both of
the Lions classes as the optimistic Ozians. It was a truly un
forgettable performance!

comedy and plot.

Class of 2016 Leavers Service
On Wednesday the 20th of July, Year 6 are presenting a Leavers
Service in front of parents ready for when the children leave
Primary School. The children can choose what act or presentation
they would like to do, ranging from singing to magic shows.

Warwick castle
Throughout this term, both Lion classes took an educational school trip Warwick Castle. This historical landmark
included entertainment for example: the horrible histories
maze and the ‘Crimes and Punishments’ tour. At the end of
our tour we had gained lots of gory knowledge about the
history of the castle. We hope to visit there again soon!

Alrewas Show

All our exciting
adventures in this
term!

20.07.16
Summer term
Kitty Whirledge
Sky Vernon
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